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During the longest part of their lives, stars are in hydrostatic equilibrium. An element of star 

in equilibrium undergoes a gravitational force balanced by a pressure gradient. In a normal 

star, pressure depends on temperature and therefore the existence of a pressure gradient 

implies the build-up of a temperature gradient. The higher is the temperature, the greater is 

the quantity of energy contained per unit volume in the radiation field. Since the central parts 

are hotter than the outer ones due to the temperature gradient implied by hydrostatic 

equilibrium, energy flows from the inner parts of the star to the outer ones and thus the star 

looses energy continually. Interestingly, the more efficiently is the energy evacuated from the 

central regions where it is produced, the hotter these central regions become! Indeed, if the 

central regions loose energy, the temperature gradient will become weaker and they will 

slowly contract, becoming warmer! Stars (made of perfect gas) are thus systems with a global 

negative specific heat. Stars evolve because they continually loose energy to maintain 

hydrostatic equilibrium, or in other words to balance the gravitational force. Note that these 

logical deductions do not involve any particular source of energy. Luminosity is a direct 

consequence of hydrostatic equilibrium and not of the nuclear reactions that occur in the 

stellar interior. Of course nuclear reactions are important and we are going to see how in the 

lectures. 

 

The energythat flows from the stellar interior and is lost at the surface has of course to be 

extracted in one way or another from the stellar material. These mechanisms energy 

extraction are responsible for the evolution of the star. There are actually two main sources of 

energy in a star: First, a star can extract energy from the gravitational potential through global 

(macroscopic) contraction. Second, a star can also release energy by the thermonuclear 

reactions that take place in its central regions where the temperature and density are adequate 

for such processes to occur (microscopic contractions). These two processes for producing 

energy have different characteristic timescales. If the Sun had only the gravitational energy 

source, its lifetime would be of the order of a few tens of million years, instead a simple 

estimate gives a lifetime of ten billion years when nuclear sources are taken into account. 

Only this last value is in agreement with what we know about the past history of Earth and on 

the apparition of life on its surface. Therefore the presence of the nuclear source is important 

not to explain the luminosity of stars (stars could be shining even without hosting nuclear 

active regions), but to explain why they can shine for very long durations. Beside this 

energetic aspect, nuclear reactions are of course the process through which chemical elements 

are synthesised in stellar interiors and play a key role in the long chain of processes going 

from the Big Bang to the apparition of living bodies. The evolution of a star can be viewed as 

a succession of phases where the energy is mainly produced by the nuclear reactions and of 

phases where the energy is mainly produced by contraction. When the star has burned all the 

nuclear fuel available in its central regions, in order to maintain the luminosity required by the 

hydrostatic equilibrium, it has to produce energy via contraction, until new central conditions 

are reached that are adequate for the ignition of new nuclear reactions. This succession of 

contraction periods will increase both the central temperature and density. At a given point 

(which depends mainly on the initial mass of the star), the central regions can become 

sensitive to degeneracy effects. 

 

The different behaviours of both contraction and nuclear reaction rates in perfect gas and 

degenerate regimes will be described during the lectures. These different behaviours are the 



main causes for the different evolution followed by stars of different initial masses. 

Schematically five ranges of masses can be considered: 

 

1) Substellar objects: This range corresponds to objects that during their contraction phase 

enter the degenerate regime before the ignition of hydrogen. Further contraction cools the 

central regions as it will be explained during the lectures and thus these central regions never 

reach the appropriate conditions for the ignition of hydrogen. These objects become the so-

called brown dwarfs. According to the stellar/substellar transition occurs for a mass around 

0.075 Msol. Note that in objects more massive than 0.012 Msol deuterium burning occurs. 

 

2) The very low mass stars: This range corresponds to stars which go only through the 

hydrogen burning phase (progenitors of helium white dwarfs). These stars have initial masses 

between 0.075 and 0.5 Msol . Note that single stars in this mass range have main-sequence 

lifetimes greater than the age of the Universe. Thus the observed helium white dwarfs likely 

originate from more massive progenitors in close binary systems and not from single low 

mass stars. 

 

3) The low mass stars: Stars with masses between 0.5 and 1.7-2.5Msol evolve only through the 

hydrogen and helium burning phase (progenitors of carbon-oxygen white dwarfs). Helium 

ignition occurs in degenerate conditions. This produces what is called a helium flash. This 

process is not destructive for the star. It releases in a short time sufficient energy to remove 

degeneracy in the central regions. After helium-flash, core helium burning continues 

smoothly in non-degenerate conditions until the production of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf 

in the central region. The envelope is ejected by mass loss occurring along the red giant and 

asymptotic giant branch. 

 

4) The intermediate mass stars: Stars in this range ignite helium in non degenerate condition 

(no helium flash). Their end stellar state is either carbon-oxygen white dwarfs (i.e. same as 

the low mass stars) or oxygen-neon white dwarfs, if carbon burning can occur in the core. 

They have initial masses between 0.5 and about 8 Msol . The upper limit is still quite difficult 

to obtain from models due to uncertainties in the sizes of the convective cores and mass loss. 

There may be some other possible final fates as the complete disruption of the star due to 

carbon-burning in degenerate conditions or production of a neutron star by collapse of the 

core before neon-ignition due to electron captures. The value of 8 Msol quoted here is obtained 

from observations of white dwarfs in stellar clusters which allows one to deduce the initial 

masses of the stars having given birth to the white dwarfs. Relations between the mass of the 

white dwarf and the initial mass of the progenitors can be deduced and in particular the initial 

mass of stars giving birth to white dwarf just below the Chandrasekhar mass can be obtained. 

Let us note that this method is not free from any theoretical input since the deduction of the 

initial mass of the white dwarf progenitors is deduced from stellar models. 

 

5) The massive stars: This range corresponds to stars that can evolve beyond the carbon 

burning phase until the formation of an iron core (progenitors of neutron stars and black 

holes) or until the pair instability is encountered (in general during oxygen burning) and the 

star explodes . Generally massive stars have initial masses greater than about 8 Msol.   

 

The lectures will be divided in four more or less equal parts: 1) stellar evolution in a nutshell, 

2) Metallicity, mass loss rates, rotation, multiplicities, 3) The first stellar generations, 4) Star-

planet connections. 


